
 

 

GUIDEBOOK  
FOR STUDENTS 

 

… a little bit of Baja 

 



Welcome!  

First of all, we would like to welcome you in our admirable city. You 

have made a good choice to study at the College of Baja!  

The present guide is intended to provide some invaluable practical 

advice. Here you will find: brief description of the city and our college, 

events, the best coffee shops, restaurants, useful phone numbers, 

freetime activities, exchange offices and some extra things, that are good 

to know. 

In a short guide we cannot answer all the questions you may have, so 

please feel free to contact us. You can find our contact details within the 

useful information.  

We hope that you will enjoy your studies and stay in Baja. We wish you 

all the best in the future! 

 

 

Ildikó and Krisztina 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hungary 

Hungary is a country in the heart of 

Europe. Hungary is landlocked like its 

neighbours Austria, Slovakia and Serbia 

though it still deserves the nickname 

"land of waters", as it holds the largest 

lake in Europe (Lake Balaton) and is 

crossed by mighty rivers which divide and define its regions. Even its capital city is 

split by the Danube River, with Buda on the Western side and Pest on the Eastern 

bank. As well as water to cool off in, Hungary can be the perfect place to keep warm, 

as it is located over a very active geo-thermic area and has over a thousand thermal 

water springs and the second largest thermal Lake in the world for bathing (Lake 

Hévíz). "Taking the waters" for relaxation or as clinical treatment, is an important 

part of the Hungarian culture. 

Hungary is located on the border of three climate zones, thus the country has a 

continental climate influenced by oceanic climate from the west, subarctic climate 

from the north and Mediterranean climate from the south. Summers are typically 

sunny and warm and the general temperature is between 25–30 °C. For a few weeks, 

daytime temperatures may even reach around 35–38 °C. Winter is cold and the 

general temperature is between -10–0°C. Spring and autumn are often short and 

usually wet. 

Capital of Hungary 

The city of Budapest was formed in 1873 through the joining of Buda, Pest and Old 

Buda (Óbuda). As the largest city in the Republic of Hungary, Budapest is the 

country's political, cultural and commercial center. 

The beautiful Danube River both divides and connects peaceful, hilly Buda in the 

west and the flatter, lively Pest in the east. Óbuda, the oldest part of Budapest, is also 

on the west side of the Danube and is an extension of Buda to the north. Seven 

bridges and two railway bridges join Buda and Pest, and six islands on the Danube 

are located within city limits. 



 

Hungaricums 

Hungaricums are those noteworthy assets from Hungary, which characterise the 

Hungarians by their uniqueness, specialty and quality, and represent the peak 

performance of Hungary.  

 

Porcelain of Herend 

This Hungarian manufacturing company has specialised in luxury hand painted and 

gilded porcelain for generations. Founded in 1826, it is still based in the town of 

Herend. 

 

Busó Festival in Mohács 

The Busó March and carnival in Mohács in southern Hungary is an old tradition. 

People put on fleece cloaks and wooden masks and start bonfires to chase away the 

winter. The tradition has nowadays spread into a large festival, for which visitors 

travel to Mohács from all over Hungary and nearby countries 



 

 

Matyó Folk Art and Halasi Lace 

Folk Art from Matyó is well known for the embroideries on souvenirs and villagers' 

clothes. Matyó motifs are mainly flowers and birds with ornamental plants coloured 

in red, green, black and blue.Lace from Halas is a 110-year-old handicraft 

Hungaricum. Mostly used as an exclusive decoration for rooms and hall.  

 

Hungarian grey cattle 

This is an ancient beef cattle breed from Hungary. Although nowadays Hungarian 

grey cattle are kept mainly as tourist attractions in the Hortobágy National Park and 

other Hungarian national parks. 

 

Puli 

The Puli is an ancient breed of Hungarian sheep dog. It is medium-sized and sturdy 

with a unique corded coat. The Puli is a lively, cheerful little dog who is very loyal to 

its family. Its innate intelligence makes it easy to train but also gives it a mind of its 

own. 

 

Wine and pálinka 

Hungarian wine has been acclaimed globally for many centuries. There are 22 wine 

regions in Hungary, and - in addition to restaurants and bars - you can take a taste in 

wine cellars, wine museums or at the vineyards themselves. Look out for Tokaj Aszú, 

which Louis XIV famously declared to be the 'king of wines, wine of kings'. One of 

the most famous red wine area is Villány, which is near Baja. 



Pálinka - fiery fruit brandy - is one of Hungary's national treasures. Pálinka is 

distilled from 100% fruit - without the addition of any alcohol or artificial 

flavourings. It can be sipped either as a warming winter aperitif or as a spicy 

summer slurp! 

 

Hungarian cuisine 

The mixing of different varieties of meats is a traditional feature of Hungarian 

cuisine.   

Goulash is a stew with more gravy or a soup using meat with bones, paprika, 

caraway, vegetables (typically carrots and parsley root) and potatoes or various tiny 

dumplings or pasta simmered with the meat.  

Other famous Hungarian meat stews include paprikás, a paprika stew with meat 

simmered in thick creamy paprika gravy, and pörkölt, a Hungarian stew with 

boneless meat (usually beef or pork), onion, and sweet paprika powder, both served 

with nokedli (small dumplings).  

Other characteristics of Hungarian cuisine are the soups, desserts, and pastries and 

stuffed crepes (palacsinta), with fierce rivalries between regional variations on the 

same dish (such as the Hungarian hot fish soup called Fisherman's Soup or halászlé, 

cooked differently on the banks of Hungary's two main rivers: the Danube and 

the Tisza), palacsinta (pancakes served flambéed in dark chocolate sauce filled with 

ground walnuts) and Dobos Cake (layered sponge cake, with chocolate buttercream 

filling and topped with a thin slice of caramel). 

Hungarian cuisine uses a large variety of cheeses, but the most common are túró (a 

type of quark), cream cheeses, ewe-cheese (juhturó). We have a typical sweet made 

from a type of quark (túró): TÚRÓRUDI.  

Hungarian food is often spicy, due to the common use of hot paprika. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paprik%C3%A1s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P%C3%B6rk%C3%B6lt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Onion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paprika
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sp%C3%A4tzle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soup
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dessert
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pastries
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crepe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palacsinta
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisherman%27s_Soup
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hal%C3%A1szl%C3%A9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danube
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tisza
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palatschinke
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dobos_Cake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quark_(cheese)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chili_pepper


Baja, the multicolored place 

Baja is a multicultural, multi-ethnic town of some 40,000 inhabitants which lies next 

to the River Danube in the southern Hungarian county of Bács-Kiskun, and is a 

regional economic, cultural and educational centre. The rich natural environment of 

the area and the transport links afforded by the Danube have brought new settlers to 

the town for centuries. The town’s rich history has seen people of Hungarian, 

German, Serbian and Croatian nationality make it their shared home. 

 

Baja and the mediterranean atmosphere 

This mediterranean town evokes exactly what I love the most: beautiful sunshine, 

winding , romantic streets , main square overlooking the riverside and endless 

swimming  in the Danube.Baja is a marvellous place for anybody who loves water 

and sunshine. 

 



Through the centre of Baja flows a pretty tributary of the Danube, known as the 

Sugovica. This river offers much-loved sandy beaches in the shade of willow trees, 

where you can bathe for free. It is the best place for young people to meet up in 

summer. This is the place to enjoy a summer evening with a mediterranean feel, 

sitting on the terrace of one of the riverside restaurants, pubs or cafés. 

 

Baja, the capital of fish soup 

The internationally acknowledged festival, recorded in the book of world records as 

well, is a genuine fiesta; the celebration of fish soup and friendship taking place on 

the second Saturday of July.  

Baja is known as the capital town of fish soup, where this local speciality is 

celebrated with a fabulous festival every July. It all began in 1996, to celebrate the 

300th anniversary of the town status of Baja, when instead of cooking in 300 kettles 

finally 400 kettles of fish soup were prepared. In 2000, two thousand kettles lined up 

in the town centre and the ardour has not diminished since then; approximately two 

thousand cooks (local and non-local alike) entertain their guests with the delicious 

soup. 

Within Hungary, the highest amount of fish is consumed here. It might sound 

peculiar for anyone from afar that a celebration (or even ordinary days) cannot be 

imagined without the fish soup. This riverside town has become world-renowned for 

the special dish made of freshwater fish, onions, ground red pepper, cherry-pepper 

and water, accompanied by so-called “matchstick noodles”. 

 



Jánoska eresztés 

On this beautiful day in May, the statue leaves its home: people from the part of 

town called Szentjános (Saint John) to carry it off to the bank of Sugovica where 

fancy lighted ships, boats, punts, kayaks and canoes are waiting.  

Of these, the largest and most magnificent event starts at dusk towards the Trinity 

Square, brightly lit. People follow the statue of the saint who sacrificed his life for 

honor on the riverside and on the water. The statue flowing is a permanent symbol of 

light (candles, torches, fire) , and an expression of belonging together . 

 

 

Other events in Baja 

Wine festival September 
Advent market December 
New Year’s gala concert January 
Festival of sausage February 
Easter market Marc 
Street musicians festival May 
Nations dance show  June- August 
Boat racing July 
Bácska’s riding day August 
Operetta gala and outdoor concerts August 
 

Besides these Baja has some large sports and cultural events every year, such as 

Budapest- Baja regatta and nationals days. 

 

 



Value of nature 

Petőfi Island 

Embraced by Sugovica and Ferenc Channel, Petőfi Island is the jewel of the city of 

Baja. The green environment of trees makes it the island of relaxation and 

entertainment, offering numerous sport facilities, for example a swimming pool and 

a football pitch. Both cyclists and joggers like the walkway built on the island. 

River Sugovica 

One of the characteristic natural values of Baja is River Sugovica, wich flows from the 

Danube into the heart of the city.  

Gemenc 

Across the Danube is István Türr bridge, this is multi-carriageway bridge. Across the 

Danube Baja's western edge is a gateway to the magnificent wetland forest of the 

Sárköz and Lower Danube region, the Forest of Gemenc, which is Europe's largest 

wetland forest. Its notable plant and animal life, and its unspoilt watercourses create 

a very special atmosphere. 

 

Gemenci Erdei Vasút/ Gemenc Forest Railway 

One of the floodplain forest light railway in Hungary is located in Pörböly. The 

railway departs from Ecotourism Center of Pörböly. The current Gemenc Forest 

Railway was built in several stages. You can admire the animal life in the forest of 

Gemenc.  

 



Walk around Baja 

Trinity Square and the City Hall 

 

 One of the major sights of Baja is the Holy Trinity Square made in mediterranean 

style with town hall and buildings of the historic downtown decorated in neo-

Renaissance style. The square is typically Classical, with some Renaissance, Romantic 

and eclectic elements. Shops, financial institutions and a Tourist Information Offices 

function in the buildings. Facing the Sugovica, the town hall dominates the square. A 

late Baroque Holy Trinity Statue stands in the centre. 

The Grassalkovich Palace was reconstructed in a historicizing neo-Renaissance style 

in the Millennium Year of the foundation of the Hungarian state in 1896. The plaque 

in the assembly hall commemorates this fact. The beautiful fireplace carved from red 

marble and decorated with the family coat of arms can be seen in the museum. 

 

 

 

 



Walking Street - Eötvös Street 

 

Opening from the Trinity Square, this street invites walking people with beer 

gardens and ice-cream shops. Around noon, animal-lovers often feed pigeons that 

are so typical of the city. 

Tóth Kálmán Square 

 

The heart of the Baja stands the bronze statue of poet and writer Kalman Toth who 

was born in Baja (1831-1881).  



Déri  Garden 

 

Recreation is at hand in the city’s romantic park.  The first Hungarian monument for 

the 1956 Revolution was placed here, as well as the 23-meter high monument for the 

heroes of World War 1. 

Árpád Well 

 

The decorative Árpád Well was erected for the 1100th anniversary of the Hungarian 

conquest, and also for the 300th anniversary of declaring Baja a town. The taps of the 

well were named after the leaders of the first hungarian settlers of Hungary. 



Sugovica walkway 

 

The row of restaurants- called Halászpart- starting at the foot of Sugovica’s bridge is 

the centre of young people’s social life. On summer nights a walk here feels like 

being at a medditerranean seaside. A yacht port and a walkway is to be found here, 

leading to Türr Memorial, where the Danube and Sugovica converge. 

Türr István Memorial, Look-out Tower 

 

The monument commemorates István Türr, a courageous soldier born in Baja, who 

fought for the country’s cultural and economic rise. It was built in 1938. The building 

is also a lookout, which offers a fascinating view of the bridge on the Danube.  



Statue of Jelky András 

 

In the town, you can spot a nice symbol of Baja, the figure of András Jelky with a 

walking stick, standing on a globe. He was born in Baja, and became a famous world 

trekker from a journeyman tailor.  

Bike bridge 

 

On the new tourist bike routes of Baja, one of the most spectular parts is the 

pedestrian and bicycle bridge that connects the Petőfi Island also known as the 

"green city centre" with the Nagy- Pandúr Island. 



Ökopark/Eco park 

 

The Pandúr Eco park in Baja covers more than one hectare where there are 

interactive paths, a five-storey lookout supplied with telescope and an outdoor 

cooking place awaiting the picnicking groups and families. The eight stations of the 

path present the fauna and flora of the Gemenc forest, and the serious topics such as 

the history of river regulation are presented through interactive and entertaining 

elements. 

Culture and life 

The city has some museums and art galleries, most of them with permanent 

exhibitions. These include the István Türr Museum (exhibits objects of former local 

life), the István Nagy Gallery (a collection of István Nagy's paintings), and 

the Bunjevci House (about Bunjevci traditions).  

There are three notable educational institutions in the city: Béla III High School, 

famous for high teaching skills; Eötvös József College, the only top-level educational 

institution of Northern Bácska, and the German center. A smaller observatory also 

exists. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_gallery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Istv%C3%A1n_T%C3%BCrr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Istv%C3%A1n_Nagy_(painter)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bunjevci
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B%C3%A9la_III_High_School


Eötvös  József College 

 

Eötvös József Főiskola is the town’s only Higher Education establishment and it 

plays a crucial role in the cultural, educational and scientific life of Baja. The 

institution was founded by Baron József Eötvös in 1870. 

The college currently offers courses in two academic fields: Economics and Business 

Studies, and Education. 

the library is close to the dormitory. There is a wide selection of foreign language 

materials (mostly in English, German, Croatian and Serbian), DVDs, CDs and 

fiction.There are 63 computers in the library (47 accessible by students), and open-

access WIFI and Edurom connections. Students can copy, print, scan or bind 

documents. The library has a number of rooms for small-group teaching and 

tutorials in addition to 13 research rooms. The Library website (konyvtar.ejf.hu) 

offers invaluable information in different languages.  

Library opening hours: Monday- Thursday 08:00-16:00 and Friday 08:00- 13:30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://konyvtar.ejf.hu/


Business and Management (BA) 

 

Eötvös József College is pleased to offer BA course in Business and Management 

field. The College’s Business Sciencies Institution was established at the beggining of 

2000 year to provide professional development training for Small and Medium Sized 

Enterprises. The Institution offers Enterpreneurship and Logistic specialisations. The 

College maintain strong links with the business authorities and associations 

(National Association of Entrepreneurs and Employers, Hungarian Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry, National Tax and Customs Administration), national and 

international Enterprises.  

Business and Management (BA) course - The aim of course is to set the future 

possibilities of understanding and acquainting each other’s business environments. 

In nowadays, the process of globalization enforced the business actors to recognize 

and adapt to the local and regional cultural differences (especially in the business 

field). Small and Medium Size Enterprises create the fundamentals of national 

economy in the EU and USA, too. Our Institute of Business Economics is turned to 

SMS Enterprises with the aim to promote the local and regional economic 

development. The course is built to be helpful in the increasing economical status of 

the countries, one of the most important pillars of this kind of education is the strong 

relation with actors of governmental and enterprises sphere. The course should be a 

useful tool to provide the next generations with opportunity to start and run a 

business in the international environment by student mobility to facilitate the 

experience change and on the job learning possibilities. 

This course provides students with the understanding of theoretical and applied 

economics, the familiarity with social theory, and the knowledge and methodological 

skills relating to a specialization which they need to become business professionals 

who are able to design, analyse and organize the processes of business organizations 

and public-sector institutions. 

 

 



 

Students taking Specialization in Logistics learn about:  

 logistical support to production processes;  

 the requirements for logistics systems;  

 logistical technologies (storage and warehousing systems, warehouse work 

processes, packaging techniques);  

 transport;  

 ERP systems to support logistics processes;  

 customs law.  

  

Students taking Specialization in Enterprenership learn about:  

 the financial and management characteristics of small- and medium-sized 

enterprises;  

 management design features;  

 the financial operation of companies;  

 different methods for the evaluation of companies;  

 quality management;  

 international marketing.  

 

 

LANGUAGE 

English 

STUDY AREA 

Economic Science 

COURSE STRUCTURE: 

Semesters: 7 

Academic credits altogether: 180 

Professional experience credits: 30 

Credits altogether: 210 



Accomodation: Beszédes József Students Hostel 

 

Incoming students  will be accommodated at the Student Residence Hall: Beszédes 

József Hall. Rental cost is approx. 100 EUR per month (about 30 000 HUF).  

There are three types of accommodation to choose from: 

 

 Room with 2 beds, en-suite bathroom and kitchenette 

 Apartment with a bathroom and two 2-bed rooms 

 Room with 3 beds, en-suite bathroom, (access to communal kitchen) 

 

Most rooms have a balcony with a view on the Sugovica River. There is internet 

access in all rooms.  

 

Useful information 

Important  phone numbers 

 

Ambulance 104 

Firefighters 105 

Police 107 

General emergency 112 

 Country code of Hungary    + 36 

Taxi:        +36-79/ 322 222 

Post Office (5. Oroszlán street)   +36-79/322-444 

Opening hours: Monday- Friday:    08:00-18:00 

Saturday:    08:00-12:00 

Bus station (Mihály Csermák Square)   +36- 79/ 321 791 . 

web: https://menetrendek.hu/ 

http://www.szotar.sztaki.hu/search?searchWord=firefighter&fromlang=eng&tolang=hun&outLanguage=hun
javascript:void(0)


(note:there is 50 percent discount for students, if they show their student card when they buy 
the ticket, so always take your student card with you) 
 

MÁVDIREKT: local and international trains   +36 (20) 499 4999 

web: https://www.mavcsoport.hu/ 
 
Airport Ferihegy, general (flight information) number +36/1-296-7000 

web: http://www.bud.hu/ 

 

Academic Calendar 

Academic year 2018/19 

 

Our academic year usually starts in mid-September. The fall semester lasts from 

September to mid-December, while the spring semester extends from the beginning 

of February to mid-May. Both semesters are followed by a six-week examination 

period.  

 

FALL SEMESTER  

 

The semester starts on 03 September, 2018. and ends on 01 February, 2019. 

Holidays: 22 December, 2018 to 02 January, 2019 

Tuition period: 03 September, 2018 to 21 December, 2018. 

Examination period: 22 December, 2018 to 01 February, 2019. 

 

SPRING SEMESTER  

 

The semester starts on 04 February, 2019 and ends on 24 June, 2019. 

Holidays: – not yet known – 

Tuition period: 04 February, 2019 to 17 May, 2019. 

Examination period: 20 May, 2019 to 28 June, 2019. 

 

 

 

https://www.mavcsoport.hu/
http://www.bud.hu/


 

Explanation of Hungarian grading system 

National grading system consists of five (5) grades with numerical equivalents, 5 

being the highest grade: 

jeles (5)- excellent 

jó (4)- very good 

közepes(3)- good 

elégséges (2)- sufficient 

elégtelen(1)- insufficient 

 

Hungarian Holidays 

1st January - New Year's Day 

15th March - National Holiday 

in April - Easter Sunday & Monday 

1st May - Workers' Day / Day of Labour 

in May - Pentecost (Whitsun) 

20th August - St. Stephen's Day 

23rd October - Anniversary of the 1956 Revolution 

1st November - All Saint's Day 

25-26th December – Christmas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Where can I exchange my money? 

Forint (HUF, Ft) is the currency in Hungary. There are coins of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 

200 forint. Banknotes have denominations of 500, 1 000, 2 000, 5 000, 10 000 and 20 

000 forint. 

Banks are generally open to the public between 8 am and 4 pm. You may change 

foreign currency in forint at all banks. In money exchange offices, the exchange rate 

is somewhat more favourable and the service is generally faster.  

Exchange office: Exclusive Best Change Kft. 

 

Adress 1: Gránátos street. 11, Tesco (The nearest office to the dorm) 

Opening hours: Monday-Saturday: 9:00-20:00, Sunday: 9:00-19:00 

Adress 2: Eötvös street 6 (In the city centre) 

Opening hours: Monday- Friday: 8:00-18:00, Saturday: 9:00-18:00 

Most restaurants and shops accept all major credit cards ( Mastercard, Visa).   

Smoking ban 

There is smoking ban in Hungary, making it illegal to smoke in all enclosed public 

places and workplaces in Hungary. 

PLACES WHERE YOU CAN'T SMOKE 

According to the regulations, it is against the law to smoke in: 

 pubs, bars and nightclubs, cafés and restaurants 

 indoor shopping centres 

 offices and factories 

 public transport 

 playgrounds, courtyards/gardens of schools (nursery, primary & secondary) 

 train platforms, bus stops, subways/pedestrian underpasses 

Indoor smoking rooms are no longer allowed, so anyone who wants to smoke has to 

go outside. 

The fine is 20,000-50,000 HUF (72-180 EUR) for individuals 

http://valutacentrum.hu/penzvalto/exclusive-best-change-kft-fa2ebb


Shops and markets 

Most shops are open Mon. to Fri. 9.00- 18.00, and Sat., 9.00-13.00. Large shopping 

centres have extended hours of operation.  

Several large supermarkets are located near the dormitory.   The biggest market, the 

Tesco (Gránátos street 11, Opening hours: Monday-Saturday: 6:00- 22:00 and Sunday: 

8:00-18:00), is just 20 minutes away from the dorm. If you don’t want to walk that 

much, at the end of the street you can find a smaller market, Lidl (Bajcsy-Zsilinszky 

street 9, Opening hours: Monday to Saturday: 7:00-21:00 and Sunday 7:00-17:00) 

Water 

Water is drinkable and of a high quality in the public water supply system 

throughout the country. 

Move!- sports 

Your dormitory has got its own gym, that you can use for free. Furthermore, you can 

play table tennis and football. 

EJF Sportcard 

Eötvös József College offer sportcard to it’s students and staff to support healthy life. 

Card holders can participate in several sports events for free, organized by the school 

in every week. These sport events are dance, yoga, aerobics, basketball, badminton 

and volleyball. Above this the swimming pool is free for students two times a week.  

This card has got a fee, which is 2000 HUF and the card is valid for half a year.  

Other options 

Swimming pool 

The city also has a swimming pool which is located on the Petőfi Island.  It is easily 

accessible, just go along the riverside and go over the bridge, The swimming pool 

will be on the left side of the Cultural Center (Just 20 minutes walk from the dorm). 

We give you some information, that you should know:  

Prices: 

 Student ticket: 530 HUF with student card 

 10-session student ticket: 4830 HUF 

 Wellness ticket: 2300 HUF 



 with EJF sportcard, two times a week is free for you  

(not included wellness, just swimming) 

Opening hours: 

Monday 6:00-14:00,                17:15-19:45, 

Tuesday  6:00-14:00,                17:15-19:45, 

Wednesday 6:00-11:00,    

Thursday 6:00-19:45,          17:15-19:45 

Friday  6:00-14:00,                17:15-19:45, 

Saturday 8:00-21:00, 

Sunday          8:00-20:00. 

 

Ice- skating rink on Petőfi Island (just in winter) 

Every year from November to February the mobile ice skating rink waits for slip- 
lovers on the Petőfi Island  (opposite the Cultural Center). Time and again, we can 
follow the local ice- hockey team workouts and matches. 

Ticket on weekdays: ~700 HUF 

Ticket on weekends:~ 850 HUF 

Skate rental: ~500 HUF/HOUR 

 

Tourist Centre: 

 



While walking around the island one immediately notices the renovated building 
which is in complete harmony with nature, which was created, among others, with 
the purpose to organise events even under adverse weather conditions. The lovers of 
active tourism are welcomed with bike rental.  

 

 

You can find an amazing bycicle and walking road on Nagy-Pandúr Island. 

 

Adventure Park: 

Here you can try your prowess. If you like exciting things, this is the place you 

should go. You can find this park next to the swimming pool on Petőfi Island. 

 

 

 



Pubs, cafés, restaurants 

 

Are you curious where can you find the best pizza? Or would you like to try the local flavors? 

We listed our favourites to you.  

 

Serrano Saloon, 
if you like mexican food. 

 
The restaurant has become one of the most popular restaurants on the riverside due 

to the unique Mexican atmosphere. If you like spicy flavors, we are sure that this 

place will be your favourite one. 

 

 

location: A building, Halászpart  

                  ( on the riverside) 

contact: www.serranosaloon.hu 

 

Malom,  
the most popular palce. 

 

One of the largest entertainment and event centers in Baja. Here  you can find a 

restaurant, a  bowling alley (pizzeria), football and squash at one place. If your 

friends visit you, you can also rent a room here.  

 

 

 

location: 19, Szegedi Road 

 (next to the train station) 

contact:http://www.malomclubbaja.hu/ 

 

 



 

Sobri, 
if you’ d like a really good fish soup. 

 

If you want to taste the original fish soup, choose this friendly restaurant. This place 

was named after the champion of Hungarian fishsoup, Farkas József Sobri. Here, you 

also have the opportunity to reserve a room. 

 

location: Petőfi Island 

contact:http://sobrihalaszcsarda.hu/ 

Mezzo Cafe & Doner bar, 
 the stronghold of the gyros 

 

If you want to eat a delicious and enormous gyros, Mezzo is your place (next to the 

bus station).  

 

location: 1, Szegedi Road 

    (next to the bus station) 

contact: http://mezzodoner.hu/ 

 

Húsmegálló 2, 
  the best hamburger ever 

 

If you desire some unique and delicious hamburger, you should visit them in the 

„walking street”. 

 

location: 1-7 Eötvös József Street 

   (in the city center) 

 

 

 



Pizzaküldönc, 

if you want to eat a slice of pizza quickly 

You can buy a slice of pizza, if you can’t eat a whole one and you are in the town.  

Location: 4, Lajos Kossuth Street  

 

Don pepe, 

 always good pizza, near the dorm 

We are sure that place will be your favourite during your  lazy days. This pizzeria is 

located in Baja’s largest market, Tesco. Connect the pleasant with the useful at one 

place.  

Location: 11, Gránátos Street (Tesco) 

 

Sharpie gyros-háza, 
     for spicy food lovers 

Here you can taste the strongest chili sauce in the city.  Is is a nice little place with 

delicious food in the city center. 

Location: 4, Bartók Béla Street (street  next to the walking street) 

 

Piao Le Jie Kínai Büfé, 
    a little speciality 

The restaurant is located in the central part of Baja. We can taste the flavors of 

Chinese cuisine here. 

Location: Vörösmarty Street (Bácska market) 

 

 



Are you ready for party? Don’t worry, you can find a lot of great pubs here. We are going to 

show you the best and most exciting places in Baja.  But if you would like a good cup of coffee, 

you can also find tips in this catalog.  

Let’s see the best places for party hooligans! 

Mini kávézó, 
If you love to play billiard 

Mini is hidden in a small street in the city center, this is the reason why many people 
don’t know this bar.  The place has got a beautiful terrace and a cool basement, 
where you can play billiard and football. The best place for meeting friends.  
 

Location:3, Grauaug Ármin Street 

Pelikán, 
fine place with special coctails 

The cocktail bar on the riverside conveys really Mediterranean atmosphere. It is a 
pleasant place with amazing coctails. 
 

Location: Riverside 
 

 

Borbistro, 
    the place of quality wines 

Do you enjoy wine tastings? If you want to taste the area's finest wines, you are in 

the right place. 

Location:3, Trinity Square 

contact: http://www.borbistro.hu/ 

Armstrong jazz & rock club, 

    for rock music lovers 

If you prefer harder music or concerts, this is the place for you. It’s a typical cellar 

pub with cheap prices. 

Location: 2, István Türr Street  

 

http://www.borbistro.hu/


Cash bar,   

            If you want to stay up all night 

I can describe this place with the following words: non-stop opening hours, cheap 

prices, delicious and spectacular coctails, it is in the city center, lovely terrace.  It is 

not difficult to figure out, this is one of our favorite places.  

Location: 4, Trinity Square 

 

Vár bár,  
 close and  sporty 

 
The place where you can  watch football with friends.  The bar gives you an 

opportunity to fill in your lottery ticket or to bet on sports. In Hungary, football is 

very popular, so try yourself out against the local guys. Another huge advantage of 

the place is that  it is next  to the Vol1 Club.  

 

Location: 23, Kölcsey Street 

 

Vol1 club, 

 for the kings/queens of the dancefloor 

If you love dance and want a fantastic party, Vol1 is your new stamping ground. ( 

in case you are over 18 years old) Here, the party starts at midnight, and you can 

enjoy dancing until morning. Perfect place to meet new people. 

Location: 25,  Ferenc Kölcsey Street 

Contact: http://www.vol1.hu 

 

 

 

http://www.vol1.hu/


Would you like a cup of coffee? 

 

Daniel’s Café & Lounge, 

where you find everything 

 

Location: 4/A, Halászpart 

                river side  

 Contact: www.danielscafe.hu 

Daniel’s Cafe is to become a daily necessity for local coffee addicts, a place to dream 

of as you try to escape the daily stresses of life.  

 

Eötvös kávézó, 

if you want to drink some special shake. 

 

Location: 7, Eötvös József Street  

      walking street, city centre 

This Coffee bar offers more than just coffee. You can choose from a large variety of 

cakes and shakes. Currently the most popular shake is the oreo shake.  

 

 

Galéria, 

ultra-fine teas for winter 

 

 Location: 11 Szentháromság Square 

     Trinity square, city center 

Comfortable place to meet your friends or to read a book with a big cup of tea.  The 

place offers delicious cakes next to your tea. 

 

http://www.danielscafe.hu/


Hungarian language 

Hungarian is a Finno-Ugric language and it isn’t related to any other European 

language, which makes it a bit difficult to learn and understand. Unique and special 

sounds make it one of the most beautiful languages in the world. 

 

Basic phrases 

Good morning! : Jó reggelt! (until about 10 am) Jó napot! (all day) 

Good afternoon! : Jó napot! 

Good evening! : Jó estét! ("s" pronounced as "sh" in the word "shell") 

Good night! : Jó éjszakát! ("sz" pronounced as "s" in the word "sea") 

Hi! : Hello! / Szia! (plural: Sziasztok!)  

Bye! : Viszontlátásra! (Viszlát! for short) 

Thank you! : Köszönöm! ("ö" pronounced as "i" in the word "sir") 

You're welcome! : Szívesen! 

Please: Kérem 

Cheers!: Egészségedre! 

Congratulations: Gratulálok! 

Excuse me: Elnézést 

I'm sorry: Sajnálom 

Yes: Igen 

No: Nem 

I love you: Szeretlek!  

 

 

 

 



Time and days 

minute: perc 

hour: óra 

day: nap 

week: hét 

Monday: Hétfő 

Tuesday: Kedd 

Wednesday: Szerda 

Thursday: Csütörtök 

Friday: Péntek 

Saturday: Szombat 

Sunday: Vasárnap 

today: ma 

yesterday: tegnap 

tomorrow: holnap 

Shopping 

entrance: bejárat 

exit: kijárat 

open: nyitva 

closed: zárva 

bakery: pékség 

pharmacy: gyógyszertár 

How much is…?: Mennyibe kerül..? 

Travelling around 

bus station: busz állomás 

bus stop: buszmegálló 

railway station: vonatállomás 

train: vonat 

departure: induló 

arrival: érkező 

street: utca 

square: tér 

bridge: híd 

river: folyó

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Baja is the center of the world! 


